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Prabhakar Singh
Director General

Dear colleagues,
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On assuming the office of Director General CPWD, I convey my heartiest
thanks and warm greetings to each and every member of CPWD family.
With utmost humility, I attribute this accomplishment to the grace of God and
best wishes of all of you
To serve an organization, which has a glorious past of over 163 years with
sustained growth tralectory and promising future, is indeed a privilege and
honour for me. lt shall be my earnest endeavour to carry forward the legacy
passed on by my predecessors. I assure that I shall discharge the
responsibilities enshrined upon me with the best of my ability and capacity
for the progress and growth of the Department and for making CPWD as an
'Organization of Excellence'.
Friends, we have an edge in the construction domain due to large number
of multi-disciplinary technical professionals on our roll, pan lndia presence
and financial discipline in execution of public works. I have always cherished
that with our huge resource of more than 8000 highly skilled and competent
Engineers/Architects/Horticulturists, we can do wonders and generate many
fold more work load than the present.

I foresee a tremendous potential for our growth. New challenges and
opportunities are awaiting us. Today our national economic mood is upbeat
with all round development activities going on with fast pace. We must grab
this opportunity and expand our work portfolio by pursuing an aggressive
marketing strategy. We need to continuously evolve to further increase our
visibility in the professional arena by commanding leadership role. We must
play a pivotal role in the Central Government developmental activities .We
have to get ourselves prepared to venture into the diverse activities, over
and above the spread of our usual working,

